IO Motor Transport Campaign Sweeps Nation; Tobin Dictatorship Cracked Open in Detroit

CIO Tidal Wave Engulfing Tobin

DETROIT

CIO opens its nationwide campaign in organized motor transport and allied workers. The first AFL drivers come to CIO.

The Broom and the Tide!

Tobin Lawyers Fight Hotel Workers Here

OMAHA, NEBRASKA

Last Friday, Walter Vogel, drivers foreman for United Construction Workers for CIO charter, contended that whole union will be needed if drivers are fed up with Tobin dictatorship.

350 Members of CIO 1140 On Strike

WATERLOO, IOWA

Last Tuesday Waterloo drivers forwarded application to United Construction Workers for CIO charter. Contended that whole union will be needed if drivers are fed up with Tobin dictatorship.

We Made Minneapolis a Union Town...Let's KEEP IT That Way

Minneapolis, Minn., Thursday, September 11, 1936
**Draftees Have No Faith in Roosevelt’s War**

LIFE Magazine interviews hundreds of soldiers, his relationship to the war. He says he doesn’t want to go, that he can’t stand the idea of being drafted. He says he wouldn’t go if he had to, but he doesn’t think he would. He says he doesn’t know what he would do if he had to go, but he doesn’t think he would do anything.

The万物的秩序是神的意志，你不需要知道为什么，只需要知道它存在。

**544-CIO Stewards Demand Stassen Grant Elections**

Labor never was anything in the past, according to the new book "The East," by J. D. Salinger. But the book is not about labor, it’s about the people and the choices they make. It’s about the choices they make and how they affect the world around them.

A lot of things are changing, a lot of things are happening, and the choices we make are the ones that matter. We need to make sure that we’re making the right ones.

LIFE Magazine interviews hundreds of soldiers, his relationship to the war. He says he doesn’t want to go, that he can’t stand the idea of being drafted. He says he wouldn’t go if he had to, but he doesn’t think he would do anything. He says he doesn’t know what he would do if he had to go, but he doesn’t think he would do anything.

The万物的秩序是神的意志，你不需要知道为什么，只需要知道它存在。

**Tobin Raggs Cold Shoulder From Auto**

Our John, the chief engineer, singled us out for another test drive. He said, "I’ve been promised another test drive, Tobin."

**Union Demand Removal of Postmaster**

The Old Town Post office has been ordered to stop making deliveries. The postmaster, J. C. Thomas, says that the post office is not able to continue the service.

Trains recently were ordered to stop making deliveries to all of the people in the area. "We are running on the narrowest of margins here, and we can’t continue to make deliveries," Thomas said.

**Fidelity Shills**

A man who has just been through a train accident, was talking about it. He said, "I was just talking about that train accident. I was just talking about that train accident."

**It Took Balboa to Find the Pacific Ocean**

Oceanographer W. S. Ball found the Pacific Ocean. He was searching for it, and he found it. He was searching for it, and he found it.

He made his name known through his work, and he was able to find the ocean. He made his name known through his work, and he was able to find the ocean.

There are thousands of people who would never have known of his work, if it wasn’t for the fact that he was able to find the ocean. There are thousands of people who would never have known of his work, if it wasn’t for the fact that he was able to find the ocean.

He was a man who was able to do great things, and he was able to make a difference. He was a man who was able to do great things, and he was able to make a difference.
Detroit Drivers swing to CIO

Motorists in Detroit are realizing the benefits of the CIO, the nation's premier labor union for the automotive industry. With membership in the CIO, drivers are enjoying increased wages, better working conditions, and improved benefits. The CIO is committed to ensuring fair labor practices and advocating for the rights of workers. Join the CIO today and experience the difference for yourself!

Michigan Drivers Stream Into CIO; 544-CIO Membership Cheers Report

Following is the text of the report made to 544-CIO's membership meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the CIO headquarters in Michigan City on Tuesday, April 20, 202X. The CIO represents thousands of workers in Michigan's automotive industry, including drivers. The CIO is rapidly growing in the state, with membership reaching new heights. The CIO is committed to ensuring fair labor practices and advocating for the rights of workers. Join the CIO today and experience the difference for yourself!

Soak-the-Poor Tax Program Opposed by Labor Editors

Labor editors areﱯ opposed to the so-called "Soak-the-Poor" tax program, which is designed to raise revenue by increasing taxes on the wealthy. This program is a thinly veiled attempt to shift the burden of taxation onto the backs of the working poor, while protecting the interests of the wealthy elite. We urge all workers to stand together and fight against this unfair and unjust program.
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ONLY A FEW MORE DAYS!

BE WISE
BUY NOW

ANNUAL
HARVEST SALE!

Hundreds are now investing in a beautiful new GAS RANGE!

For a few more days only...the annual city wide harvest sale on ranges!
Be sure to see the wide selection now available in a cooler kitchen. Radiant heat, roomy oven and storage drawer fast, clean, ultramodern!
Liberal allowance for your old one...low purchase price. See the dealer or the Gas Company.

If all Minnesotans make a move to GAS houses food tastes better!
That Casey Contract

Shamelessly, eighteen days after Local 544-CIO had published and repudiated the contract offer made to Casey and the other railroad workers trying to appear united under the auspices of Local 544-CIO, the Minneapolis Teamster finally upheld the bottom line of the last written contract offer. What the Teamster's contract is not yet unknown to us. It is the contract that Mr. Casey's exclusion is which is what it makes the new contract.

In an attempt to win the drivers, the Teamster's contract offers more pay and an improved retirement system. It is the contract that the drivers have been asked to sign. The Teamster's contract offers more pay and an improved retirement system. It is the contract that the drivers have been asked to sign.

St. Louis, MO.

CIO India

Entire AFL-local vote over to CIO.

Despite desperate moves of Tonics' unions and A.F. members to appeal to President Roosevelt to make the issue a non-partisan one, the CIO-led CIO-dominated political machine in St. Louis, MO., has been able to oust the AFL from the local.

COE

Under the CIO's leadership, the Minneapolis railroad workers have transferred a long way from the Clinton St. shop of 1937. The CIO's old-fashioned union will no longer be a union for the working class. The new CIO-led CIO-dominated political machine in St. Louis, MO., is determined to make the issue a non-partisan one.

CIO is the Only Road

Under Local 544's fighting lead of the CIO, the Minneapolis railroad workers have transferred a long way from the Clinton St. shop of 1937. The CIO's old-fashioned union will no longer be a union for the working class. The new CIO-led CIO-dominated political machine in St. Louis, MO., is determined to make the issue a non-partisan one.

Eighty-three Days

Eighty-three days ago, on June 28, Local 544-CIO filed its petition for the union to be recognized. Since then, the drivers have been working under the Teamster's contract, which was voted down by the drivers and approved by the union leaders.

The CIO has called a new election in St. Louis, MO., under the leadership of the Minneapolis railroad workers. This election is to determine whether the Teamster's contract should be rejected or accepted.

California Auto Workers

Back CIO Aid to 544-CIO

A resolution that the "national CIO leaders give full support to Local 544-CIO to the community of the St. Louis, MO., car industry" has been adopted by the Big Eightyard Club of the CIO, AFL-CIO, in St. Louis, MO.

The resolution was adopted by an overwhelming majority of the workers in the St. Louis, MO., car industry.
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